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Abstract

The multi-document summarization (MDS) is001
an important branch of information aggregation.002
Compared with the single-document summary003
(SDS), MDS has three major challenges: (1)004
MDS involves too large search space to capture005
the attention; (2) the input of MDS contains a006
lot of redundant information and more complex007
logical relationships; (3) the different opinions008
of documents bring contradictions. To com-009
plete these three main challenges, we combine010
the Transformer and the Maximal Marginal Rel-011
evance (MMR) to design Multi-document sum-012
marization considering Main and Minor rela-013
tionship (3M) model. In this model, we take014
one document as the main body and use the015
information of other documents as an addition016
to modifying the generation of the summary.017
Therefore, we can reduce the search space and018
ignore the redundancy in the minor documents.019
Empirical results on the Multi-News and DUC020
2004 dataset show that the 3M brings substan-021
tial improvements over several strong baselines,022
the manual evaluation shows that the generated023
abstract is fluent and can better express the con-024
tent of the main document. In addition, by025
selecting different main documents, 3M can026
generate multiple abstracts with different styles027
for one set of documents.028

1 Introduction029

The multi-document summary (MDS) is a research030

challenge and hotspot in the field of natural lan-031

guage processing. Its main task is generating a032

short and informative summary across a set of033

topic-related documents. MDS has a wide range of034

application scenarios, such as news collection sum-035

mary extraction (Fabbri et al., 2019b), opinion sum-036

marization from online forums(YING and Jiang,037

2015), and search engines (Zopf, 2018; Wang et al.,038

2020; Pasunuru et al., 2021). In recent years, with039

the rapid development of sequence models, the040

research on the single-document summarization041

(SDS) model for simple input has been well stud- 042

ied (Cho et al., 2014; Narayan et al., 2018; Zhang 043

et al., 2020), but for MDS, the traditional encoder- 044

decoder framework used in the SDS is difficult to 045

apply, and MDS faces many challenges: 046

• The input of MDS are multiple documents, 047

many works concatenate multiple documents 048

into a flat sequence(Fabbri et al., 2019a; Liu 049

and Lapata, 2019a), so the overall input is 050

always longer than SDS, and the search space 051

is also larger (Cohan et al., 2018); 052

• There might be multiple sentences with al- 053

most the same semantics in a multi-document 054

collection, which brings the problem of con- 055

tent redundancy(Fabbri et al., 2019a); 056

• Different input documents may not have the 057

same opinions on the same issue, and there 058

may be contradictions during summary gener- 059

ation. 060

To overcome these challenges, we propose a 061

new way for MDS: taking one document as the 062

main body and the other documents as auxiliary 063

information. Through the selection of the main 064

document, the information of minor documents can 065

be compressed to solve the problem of long and 066

redundant input, and it is also possible to determine 067

the viewpoint of the summary when it differs in 068

multiple documents. 069

3M model is designed with an encoder-decoder 070

structure. The encoder and decoder are both 071

stacked by multiple network layers with similar 072

structures, and we added a pointer mechanism 073

on the decoder side according to Gehrmann et al. 074

(2018). In the encoder, we encode the input of 075

the main document and the minor document sepa- 076

rately to obtain vector representations with differ- 077

ent granularities, and send them to the decoder after 078

splicing. In addition, Maximal Marginal Relevance 079
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(MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) is intro-080

duced during decoding. We dynamically calculate081

the MMR score, whenever a sentence is generated082

on the decoder side, we adjust the input attention083

distribution according to the MMR score.084

During training, we process the standard multi-085

document summary dataset – the document with086

the highest similarity to the standard summary is087

selected as the main document, and the other doc-088

uments are selected as minor documents. During089

testing and verifying, we adopt two methods to se-090

lect the main document: (1) obtain the document091

most closely related to other documents through092

an algorithm based on TextRank (Mihalcea and093

Tarau, 2004); (2) directly specify the main docu-094

ment manually. In such settings, we have done a lot095

of experiments on the multi-document dataset, in-096

cluding automatic evaluation experiments, manual097

evaluation experiments, and ablation experiments.098

The experiment results show that 3M makes great099

improvement compared to previous models.100

The contributions of this article are as follows:101

• Proposed a new solution for multi-document102

summarization. The summary is constructed103

around a document as the main document,104

which solves the problems of large search105

space and excessive redundancy;106

• 3M can choose different documents as the107

main document, so that the perspective of the108

summary has a certain attitude;109

• Proposed a new model architecture, combin-110

ing the transformer model and the MMR111

model to obtain a more readable text sum-112

mary.113

2 Related Work114

In recent years, great progress has been made in the115

study of SDS (Paulus et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018;116

Gehrmann et al., 2018; Narayan et al., 2018; Perez-117

Beltrachini et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2019; Zhang118

et al., 2020; Hasan et al.; Arakawa and Yakura,119

2021). During this period, more and more re-120

searchers have turned their attention to the field121

of MDS.122

The task of MDS is difficult to obtain in datasets123

construction. In this case, the unsupervised gen-124

erative model is a good solution. Chu and Liu125

(2019) generated summaries by training two recur-126

rent autoencoders on the Yelp and Amazon reviews127

datasets(McAuley et al., 2015), and constructed the 128

loss function from two aspects. Another way to by- 129

pass this problem is model adaptation. Zhang et al. 130

(2018) applied a hierarchical single-document sum- 131

marization model to a multi-document scenario to 132

learn the vector representation of each document 133

input; Lebanoff et al. (2018) proposed pointer gen- 134

erator, which adds a pointer mechanism and an 135

overlay mechanism to solve the unknown word 136

problem and the repeated word problem. Liu and 137

Lapata (2019b) introduced a MMR model based on 138

the pointer-generator, which is essentially a sum- 139

mary algorithm that can comprehensively consider 140

the relevance and redundancy of the summary. 141

Some researchers apply an extraction algorithm 142

to simplify the input of the model. This operation 143

can reduce content redundancy to a certain extent, 144

and finally train a generative model for the simpli- 145

fied input to obtain the final Summary. Liu et al. 146

(2018) first used TF-IDF, TextRank, SumBasic and 147

other relatively basic extraction algorithms to filter 148

the source document set, and then passed a standard 149

Two-way LSTM model (encoder-decoder architec- 150

ture with attention mechanism) to generate the final 151

summary. Zhong et al. (2020) compares the eval- 152

uation methods of Sentence-Level and Summary- 153

Level, and proposes a summary method based on 154

matching on this basis to extract the summary. 155

There are also researchers who directly train ab- 156

stractive models on the parallel MDS corpus. Fab- 157

bri et al. (2019b) established the Multi-News data 158

set, which is also one of the main data sets used in 159

this article. They also used the pointer-generator 160

network and integrated the MMR model into it. 161

Fan et al. (2019) further propose to construct a 162

local knowledge graph from documents and then 163

linearize the graph into a sequence to better sale 164

sequence-to-sequence models to multi-document 165

inputs. Zhou et al. (2021a) build a heterogeneous 166

graph network for multi-document summarization, 167

which allows rich cross-document information to 168

be captured. Pang et al. (2021) build the English 169

AgreeSum dataset based on English Wikipedia cur- 170

rent events portal(WCEP), and provide abstractive 171

summaries that represent information common and 172

faithful to all input articles. 173

3 Preliminaries 174

3.1 Maximal Marginal Relevance 175

Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) was pro- 176

posed by Carbonell and Goldstein (1998). MMR is 177
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used for SDS task as an extractive summarization178

algorithm. The MMR algorithm will comprehen-179

sively consider the degree of relevance of each180

sentence to the central idea of the entire document181

and the diversity of the summary itself. The MMR182

score can be calculated by equation 1:183

MMR = argmax
Di∈R\S

[λSim1(Di, Q)

−(1− λ) max
Dj∈S

Sim2(Di, Dj)],
(1)184

where R represents the set of all sentences; S repre-185

sents the set of sentences chosen to be summary; Q186

indicates the center of the entire document thought;187

Di means a candidate sentence; Dj means a sen-188

tence in the summary.189

3.2 CopyTransformer190

CopyTransformer(Gehrmann et al., 2018) is the191

Transformer architecture that incorporates the192

Pointer mechanism (Vinyals et al., 2015), which is193

mainly used to solve the problem of OOV words in194

the input. Compared with the ordinary Transformer195

architecture, its decoder part divides the generation196

of words into two modes: one is the copy mode,197

which is to copy a specific word from the source198

text as the current output; the other is the genera-199

tion mode, which is directly selecting a word in the200

output vocabulary.201

During decoding, set the parameter pgen, which202

characterizes the probability that the model uses203

the generated mode:204

pgen = σ(wT
h∗h∗t + wT

s st + wT
x xt + bptr), (2)205

where h∗t represents the context vector calculated206

using the attention mechanism; st denotes the cur-207

rent hidden state of the decoder; xt is the input208

word vector of the decoder; wT
h∗ , wT

s , wT
x and bptr209

are all learnable parameters. The probability dis-210

tribution of the generated mode is similar to the211

ordinary sequence-to-sequence model, which is212

obtained by using the Softmax function on the out-213

put vocabulary; the probability distribution of the214

replication mode is equivalent to the attention dis-215

tribution at the current time step:216

Pvocab = Softmax(V ′(v[st, h
∗
t ] + b) + b′), (3)217

218

Pcopy =
∑

i:wi=w

ati, (4)219

where ati represents the attention score of the i-th 220

word; V , V ′, b and b′ are all learnable parameters. 221

The final vocabulary is the union of the output 222

vocabulary and the set of input text words, and the 223

probability distribution is given by equation 5: 224

P (w) = pgenPvocab(w) + (1− pgen)Pcopy(w),
(5) 225

4 The Proposed Method 226

This section proposes the Multi-document summa- 227

rization considering Main and Minor relationship 228

model(3M). 3M divides the input into two parts: 229

main document and minor documents, these two 230

parts are processed by an enhanced CopyTrans- 231

former with low-level Transformer layers and high- 232

level Transformer layers. In the low-level layers, 233

we add sentence masked multi-head attention to get 234

the embedding of each sentence. A dynamic MMR 235

model is added to adjust the attention distribution, 236

thereby affecting the output of the final decoder. 237

The specific structure is shown in Figure 1. 238

4.1 Low-level Transformer Layer 239

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the low-level 240

Transformer layer in the decoder is exactly the 241

same as the original Transformer layer(Vaswani 242

et al., 2017). In the encoder, the low-level Trans- 243

former layer is used to learn the contextual con- 244

nections between words in the input sequence, 245

the multi-head attention sublayer of the encoder 246

is divided into two modules according to (Yang 247

et al., 2019). These two modules use two masking 248

mechanisms—word mask and sentence mask. The 249

main function of the sentence mask is to prevent 250

the semantic crossing between sentences, and only 251

let the model learn the contextual semantics of each 252

word in its sentence. Since 3M introduced a dy- 253

namic MMR model to the Transformer architecture, 254

and the MMR algorithm uses sentences as the basic 255

unit of MMR scores, a sentence mask is designed 256

here to obtain an accurate sentence encoding. In 257

addition, in order to reduce the distraction caused 258

by long input, we adopted a more coarse-grained 259

expression for the vector representation of minor 260

documents — the encoder uses sentence encoding 261

to summarize the content of the minor documents, 262

which reduces the output scale of the encoder. 263

{t1, t2, . . . , tm} is the word sequence of the in- 264

put. And we use xi, yi to represent the output of 265
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the model 3M.

i-th word under word masked attention and sen-266

tence masked attention. X = [x1;x2; . . . ;xm] is267

used to calculate the attention distribution:268

Qk = XWQ
k , (6)269

Kk = XWK
k , (7)270

awk = Softmax(
QkK

T
k√

dhead
), (8)271

where WQ
k ∈ Rd×dhead and WK

k ∈ Rd×dhead are272

learnable matrix; k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , h} represents the273

k-th Transformer head; d represents input and out-274

put dimension of the each sub-layer in the 3M275

model; dhead represents the dimension of Trans-276

former head; awk means the attention distribution.277

In particular, in low-level Transformer layer, we278

encodes the word sequence of the main document279

at the word-level, and the output Xmain will be280

used as part of the encoder output.281

4.2 High-level Transformer Layer282

3M adds a high-level Transformer layer on the top283

of the low-level Transformer layer. The sentence284

encoding should be calculated from the output of285

the sentence-masked multi-head attention corre-286

sponding to all words in the sentence, and the287

algorithm needs to reduce the dimensionality of288

the vector. Specifically, for the sentence si, its289

sentence encoding ui should be calculated from290

Ysi = [yj ; yj+1; . . . ; yj+li ], where li represents the 291

length of the i-th sentence. 292

The encoder and decoder are similar in the high- 293

level Transformer structure, take the encoder as an 294

example. The high-level Transformer layer intro- 295

duces a two-factor multi-head attention sublayer. 296

The traditional multi-head attention sublayer in- 297

volves the calculation of three factors — queries, 298

keys, and values. In contrast, the two-factor multi- 299

head attention sublayer only calculates two factors 300

— self-attention scores and values: 301

Sk = YsiW
S
k , (9) 302

Vk = YsiW
V
k , (10) 303

WS
k ∈ Rd×1and W V

k ∈ Rd×dhead are learnable 304

matrices. The self-attention value scores Sk is sub- 305

jected to the Softmax operation to obtain the self- 306

attention distribution of each word in the sentence 307

si: 308

aSk = Softmax(Sk). (11) 309

Then the self-attention distribution vector aSk is 310

weighted and summed with the values vector to get 311

the context vector representing the sentence si in 312

the k-th semantic subspace (Transformer head): 313

cki = aSkVk, (12) 314

ui = LN(Wc[c
1
i ; c

2
i ; . . . ; c

h
i ]). (13) 315
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The sentence mask mechanism is also used in the316

dual-factor multi-head self-attention sublayer. In317

particular, the input of the decoder is the word-level318

embedding of the main document Xmain and the319

sentence-level embedding of all documents except320

the main document U\main.321

4.3 Dynamic MMR Model322

The dynamic MMR model takes sentence embed-323

ding and summary representation as input, and cal-324

culates the MMR score for each sentence si.325

In realization, dynamic MMR model is modified326

on the basis of equation 1, it uses the source sen-327

tence encoding ui to represent Di, uses decoded328

summary representation vsum to replace Q, and329

uses current decoded target sentence’s embedding330

vj to represent Dj . Therefore, equation 1 can be331

rewritten as:332

MMRi = λSim1(ui, vsum)

−(1− λ)max
j

Sim2(ui, vj),
(14)333

vsum = WZZ + bZ , (15)334

Sim1(ui, vsum) = σ(uTi Wsim1vsum), (16)335

Sim2 = max
j

exp(simij)∑
j exp(simij)

, (17)336

Simij = wT
sim tanh(Wuui+Wvvj+battn), (18)337

Wsim1,WZ , bz, w
T
sim,Wu,Wv, battn are model pa-338

rameters, Z is the embedding of the decoded sen-339

tences from decoder, and λ is an artificial expe-340

rience value, we set λ = 0.5 according to Liu341

et al. (2020). We use a bilinear function to de-342

termine Sim1, the input vsum is calculated by the343

output matrix of the last layer of the lower-order344

transformer on the decoder side. For the definition345

of Sim2, we calculate the similarity value of the346

candidate sentence si with multi-layer perceptron347

algorithm, and then use the Softmax function to348

convert all the similarity values into a probability349

distribution.350

Taking into account that in the encoding process,351

the word-level information of the main document352

and the sentence-level information of the minor353

documents are concatenated, so the attention of354

the sentence vector needs to be recalculated dur- 355

ing decoding. Here we combine the MMR score 356

to calculate the attention represented by the sen- 357

tence distribution. The MMR score can guide the 358

decoder to comprehensively consider the degree 359

of correlation between the output sentence and the 360

original document and the redundancy of the gen- 361

erated sentence, while the MMR score is obtained 362

by subtracting two positive terms, we need to set it 363

to a non-negative value for easy calculation, so we 364

make the following processing: 365

MMR′
i =

exp(MMR)∑
j exp(MMR)

, (19) 366

a′seni
=

aseniMMR′
i∑

j asenjMMR′
i

. (20) 367

aseni represents the attention of i-th sentence of 368

minor documents, and we adjust aseni with the 369

score MMR′. 370

5 Experiments 371

We evaluate our model on two major datasets used 372

in the literature of multi-document summarization 373

— Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019b) and DUC 2004 374

datasets. 375

The Multi-News dataset was proposed by Fab- 376

bri et al. (2019b), consisting of news articles and 377

human-written summaries. The dataset comes from 378

a diverse set of news sources, and contains 44972 379

instances for training, 5622 for validation, and 380

5622 for inference. DUC 2004 is a standard multi- 381

document summarization test set, which contains 382

only 50 document clusters. We treat it as an addi- 383

tional test set. 384

During training, we calculate ROUGE scores 385

of all input documents with the gold summary as 386

the text similarity scores. In terms of the specific 387

implementation, we take the mean of ROUGE-1, 388

ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores as the simi- 389

larity score. Then we set the document with the 390

highest similarity score as the main document. The 391

input of the model is a mega-document composed 392

of multiple documents, the upper limit of the input 393

length L is 1200, which is a suitable value obtained 394

through experiments, and the extra part will be 395

cropped. During validation and testing, we adopt 396

two methods to select the main document: 397

• 3M(Gold) Calculate the text similarity scores 398

(same) between all input documents and the 399
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gold summary, and directly select the docu-400

ment with the highest score as the main doc-401

ument. This method introduces additional in-402

formation.403

• 3M(TextRank) Obtain the main document404

through a algorithm based on TextRank (Mi-405

halcea and Tarau, 2004). We take each input406

sentence as a node. The similarity scores of407

all nodes are calculated by the TextRank, and408

finally the sum of the scores of nodes in one409

document is used as the document importance410

score. We choose the document with the high-411

est score as the main document.412

3M contains 4 low-level Transformer layers and413

1 high-level Transformer layer. We train our model414

for 40000 steps using Adam (Kingma and Ba,415

2014) with a learning rate of 0.7. We apply dropout416

with a rate of 0.2 and label smoothing of value417

0.1. The model dimension d is 512, the number of418

heads is h is 8 and the feed-forward hidden size df419

is 2048. In the process of generating abstracts, we420

introduced beam search and coverage mechanisms421

(Gehrmann et al., 2018) in the generator to ensure422

that the generated abstracts have low redundancy423

and sufficient readability. With the above settings,424

it takes about 120 hours to complete the experiment425

on a single 1080Ti.426

In addition to using ROUGE scores to evaluate427

the accuracy of the generated summaries, we also428

recruited 5 volunteers to evaluate the ability to gen-429

erate summaries of 3M.430

5.1 Baselines431

We compare our model 3M with the following ex-432

tractive and abstractive summarization methods.433

LexRank & TextRank(Erkan and Radev, 2004;434

Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) are two graph-based435

ranking methods that can be used for extractive436

summarization.437

MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) is a method438

combining query-relevance with information-439

novelty to extract important sentences.440

Pointer-Gen is a generative summary model pro-441

posed by See et al. (2017), which introduces pointer442

and coverage mechanism.443

PG-MMR is the adapted pointer-generator model444

introduced by Lebanoff et al. (2018), which mutes445

sentences that receive low MMR scores.446

CopyTransformer is the generative summary447

model proposed by Gehrmann et al. (2018).448

Hi-MAP (Fabbri et al., 2019b) extends the PG 449

network into a hierarchical network, and it also 450

uses the MMR to improve the performance of the 451

decoder. 452

GraphSum is proposed by Li et al. (2020), which 453

introduced graph information to adjust the attention 454

distribution during encoding and decoding. 455

EMSum (Zhou et al., 2021b) proposed a frame- 456

work with a graph consisting of text units and enti- 457

ties. 458

5.2 Results 459

Automatic evaluation experiment 460

Table 1 lists the evaluation results of different 461

models in the Multi-News and DUC 2004 datasets. 462

Among them, ext means that the model is an ex- 463

tractive model, and abs means that the model is 464

a generative model. 3M(TextRank) means that 465

we use TextRank to get the main document, while 466

3M(Gold) means that we directly select the docu- 467

ment with the highest similarity score as the main 468

document. 469

Compare to the baseline models, our 3M model 470

yields much better results as shown in Table 1. On 471

the Multi-News dataset, results show that 3M(Gold) 472

achieves the best performance on R-1, R-2 and 473

R-SU4(achieves +1.40/+0.02/+5.60 improvements 474

compared with the second one), while EMSum 475

performs best on R-L, the gap between EMSum 476

and 3M is 2.68; 3M(TextRank) also performs better 477

than others on R-1 and R-SU4, but relatively low on 478

R-2 and R-L compared with EMSum. On the DUC- 479

2004 dataset, our 3M(TextRank) and 3M(Gold) per- 480

forms better than other models(the gold achieves 481

+2.83/+1.34/+0.13 improvements compared with 482

the second one). Considering all these metrics to- 483

gether, the results show the effectiveness of our 484

model. 485

It is worth noting that the scores of 486

3M(TextRank) are relatively low compared 487

to 3M(Gold). This is because when 3M(TextRank) 488

selects the main document, it may not necessarily 489

select the document that is closest to the gold 490

summary. 3M(TextRank)’s performance is 491

comparable to GraphSum, which proves that 492

taking one document as the main document to 493

generate summary is a feasible method, and the 494

outstanding performance of 3M(gold) proves 495

that we can obtain excellent summaries in the 496

task of multi-document summarization with the 497

designated main document. 498
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Partition Multi-News DUC-2004
R-1 R-2 R-SU4 R-1 R-2 R-SU4

ext-LexRank 38.27 12.70 13.20 28.90 5.33 8.76
ext-TextRank 38.44 13.10 13.50 33.16 6.13 10.16
ext-MMR 38.77 11.98 12.91 30.14 4.55 8.16
abs-Pointer-Gen 41.85 12.91 16.46 31.43 6.03 10.01
abs-PG-MMR 40.55 12.36 15.87 36.42 9.36 13.23
abs-CopyTransformer 43.57 14.03 17.37 28.54 6.38 7.22
abs-Hi-MAP 43.47 14.89 17.41 35.78 8.90 11.43
abs-GraphSum 45.02 16.69 - - - -
abs-EMSum 45.57 17.71 - - - -
abs-3M(TextRank) 46.05 16.75 22.39 38.24 10.01 12.91
abs-3M(Gold) 46.97 17.73 23.01 39.25 10.70 13.36

Table 1: ROUGE F1 scores on Multi-News and DUC 2004 datasets. The results of GraphSum and EMSum are token
from (Zhou et al., 2021b). The evaluation indicators of these two models are F1 scores of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-L. On the dataset Multi-News, the ROUGE-L socres of GraphSum, EMSum, 3M(TextRank) and 3M(Gold)
are 22.50, 26.43, 22.47 and 23.75.

Model Grammar Referential Clarity Focus Structure&Coherence
PG-MMR -0.100 -0.055 0.015 -0.160 -0.055
CopyTransformer 0.045 -0.050 -0.040 0.030 0.005
Hi-MAP 0.010 -0.030 0.000 0.060 0.005
3M 0.045 0.135 0.025 0.070 0.045

Table 2: Results of human evaluation on five metrics

Manual evaluation experiment499

We selected five volunteers to evaluate the qual-500

ity of the summaries generated by the 3M. 40 doc-501

ument sets were selected, and four models (PG-502

MMR, CopyTransformer, Hi-MAP, 3M) were used503

to generate summaries. Volunteers were asked to504

evaluate the quality of summaries from five aspects,505

including grammar, non-redundancy, referential506

clarity, focus and structure&coherence. In the scor-507

ing strategy, the same Best-Worst Scaling method508

as Fabbri et al. (2019b) is adopted. For each evalu-509

ation indicator, the score S of each model is equal510

to Cbest (the number of times the model is selected511

as the best) minus Cworst (the number of times the512

model is selected as the worst), and then divided513

by Ctotal (the total number of comparisons).514

From Table 2 we can see the results of human515

evaluation on five metrics. Our model 3M is su-516

perior to the three models for comparison in every517

indicator, especially in terms of referential clarity518

and structure&coherence. Compared with other519

models, 3M mainly refers to one document, so it520

usually has more advantages in correspondence521

and article structure. And with the dynamic MMR522

model, 3M can effectively consider relevance and523

redundancy jointly. 524

Ablation experiment 525

Based on the Transformer architecture, 3M has 526

added multiple mechanisms to improve the perfor- 527

mance of the model. We have verified the effective- 528

ness of these mechanisms. The ablation experiment 529

used the ROUGE score to evaluate the performance 530

of the model, and the experiments were verified un- 531

der the Multi-News and DUC 2004 data set. 532

Table 3 shows the ablation experiment results on 533

the Multi-News and DUC 2004 data set. Com- 534

pared models include 3M and its variants with 535

static MMR scores(Static MMR), without minor 536

documents(without MD), without discrimination 537

between main and minor documents(without dis- 538

crimination), and randomly choosing the main doc- 539

ument(Random Main). 3M(static MMR) compute 540

static MMR scores only at the end of the decoder. 541

3M(without MD) masked all the output of the en- 542

coder corresponding to minor documents, only 543

summarizes the main document. 3M(without dis- 544

crimination) treats the main document and the mi- 545

nor documents equally, doesn’t use sentence em- 546

bedding to abstract minor documents, which is 547

similar to Liu et al. (2020). 3M(Random Main) 548
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Partition Multi-News DUC-2004
R-1 R-2 R-SU4 R-1 R-2 R-SU4

3M(Static MMR) 44.17 15.00 17.78 36.17 9.12 11.76
3M(without MD) 45.01 15.47 18.37 36.96 9.43 12.11
3M(without Discrimination) 44.99 15.61 18.84 37.13 9.47 12.22
3M(Random Main) 44.58 14.41 17.98 36.33 9.12 11.43
3M 46.97 17.45 23.01 39.25 10.70 13.36

Table 3: Results of ablation experiments on dataset Multi-News and DUC-2004.

chooses the main document randomly, and also549

sorts the minor documents randomly.550

From the result of 3M(without MD), we can see551

that our 3M model not only considers the main doc-552

ument, but also give a thought to the supplementary553

information of minor documents. Comparing the554

results of the 3M(without discrimination) group,555

we can know that it is meaningful for us to take a556

simplified representation to the token of the minor557

documents and generate a shorter encoder output.558

The experiment of the 3M (Random Main) ran-559

domly selected the main document, so it did not560

focus on the document most relevant to the gold561

summary, and the score is relatively low.562

It’s worth noting that the 3M model used 3M563

(Random Main) or 3M (without Discrimination) in564

the face of multi-document summarization tasks565

without specifying the main document. The for-566

mer is more suitable for tasks with more similar567

content in multiple documents, it performs worse568

when there are conflicting views between different569

documents; the latter is suitable when the overall570

length of multiple documents is small, otherwise it571

is easy to omit the key information.572

Input length setting experiment573

Taking into account the compression processing574

of the input in the encoder of 3M, the representation575

unit of the minor documents is one sentence, so the576

input length L can be set larger. In the case of577

ensuring that the input information is not omitted,578

the model’s attention will not be distracted, and579

the generated summary can also focus on the more580

important parts.581

We experimented with the input length L dur-582

ing training, and L was set to 600, 1200, 1800 and583

2400. We set the ROUGE scores when =1200 as584

the reference value, and calculate delta scores ac-585

cording to the reference value. From Figure 2 we586

can see that 3M gets the best ROUGE scores when587

L=1200. When L is set to 600, the number of input588

tokens is too small, and even in some cases, the589

Figure 2: Delta ROUGE scores under Multi-News
dataset when L=600, 1200, 1800, 2400.

length of a single document will exceed 600, and 590

a lot of input information is deleted, so the score 591

obtained is lower. When L is set to above 1800, 592

the too-long input brings too much irrelevant in- 593

formation, which will have a certain impact on the 594

redundancy and focus of the generated summary. 595

6 Conclusion 596

In this article, for the problems of large search 597

space, excessive redundancy, and contradictory 598

content in the multi-document summarization task, 599

we choose one document as the main document, 600

and other documents as minor documents. On this 601

basis, we proposed a 3M model, which is based on 602

the CopyTransformer and adds a dynamic MMR 603

mechanism. Experimental results demonstrate that 604

our 3M model makes considerable progress com- 605

pared to several strong baselines, which proves that 606

our method considering main and minor relation- 607

ship is reasonable. 608
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